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Breaking the rules: writing reflectively, for yourself




The rules which epitomise good writing may on occasions be broken, deliberately and with what the writers judge to be good purpose. This can well occur when students or staff set out to engage effectively with their personal and professional development, through personal reflection on and in experiences. They may do this in what has been called “stream of consciousness” writing, which is deliberately compiled in a manner at variance with the general rules for best practice. The rationale for such an unusual decision, namely to engage in what is frankly disorderly writing, is set out briefly in this chapter. Its characteristics are summarised, in implicit contrast with more conventional styles of writing. Examples are included of claims for the effectiveness of this style when used for developmental purposes by students and staff; and reference is made to the publications of some of those who have endorsed this approach.

INTRODUCTION
I received an unexpected and flattering e-mail message from Nova Science. They told me that they had learned of my published research on writing, and would like to invite my participation in their publishing programme. I was unaware of having conducted, let alone published, scholarly research on writing. So I concluded that a mistake had been made; or that I was somehow included in a generous blanket coverage of educationists, seeking possible contributors. 

Idly I went on to read the publishers’ description of what they sought. It naturally seemed to cover conventional forms and aspects of writing. I found my thoughts drifting to the distinctly unconventional advice which I forcefully give to my students and colleagues, when they undertake to venture into the strange experience of writing reflective learning journals [Cowan, 2006: pp 60-70, 173-4; Graham et al, 2008; Cowan and Westwood, 2006]. In such circumstances, I urge them explicitly to break the rules about writing which they have hitherto been urged to follow. For the desirable “stream of consciousness” writing required of a reflecting practitioner involves disregarding most of the conventional rules of “good” writing. I wondered if this line of thought, and experiences associated with it, might be relevant in the present volume.

Shortly afterwards, chance circumstances brought to me for comment a current and well-researched paper on reflective writing [Morton, 2009]. This did much to prompt me to complete my tentative response to the publishers’ invitation.

DESCRIPTION
In the stream-of-consciousness style of writing, the writers do not:
	Write with a third party in mind as their reader;
	Decide beforehand the substance of what will be written, and in what order it can best be presented;
	Structure and subsequently hone reader-friendly sentences;
	Employ well-aligned subordinate clauses;
	Devote attention to punctuation and syntax;
	Worry about spelling errors, detected or otherwise;
	Edit drafts, in order to enhance them.
Instead the writers simply “let it all pour out”, with the writing or keying fingers trying to accompany the brain as it runs along. The emerging words prompt new or changed thinking, rather as do the interchanges in a classical brainstorming session. 





What purpose does such disorderly and unprepared writing serve?  The past three decades have seen an increasing emphasis for all professionals to each become “a reflective practitioner” [Schön, 1983]. The reflective practice to which they should aspire “questions values and actions which may hitherto have been taken for granted” [Anderson, Knowles and Gilbourne, 2004; p192]. In most reported cases, this has entailed writing reflectively, in parallel with the more important and creative activity of thinking reflectively. Moon, a recognised authority in this field, states that “Journals favour learning through the encouragement of conditions for learning. Journal writing also produces good conditions for reflection ....” [Moon, 1999; p196]. Such engagement then offers potential for “a different way of knowing” [Sparkes, 1998] and “provides an avenue to explore what is really going on inside the minds” of those who opt to so reflect [Morton, 2009]. 

Some of the enthusiastic advocates of this practice have explicitly stressed the desirability of thinking reflectively, no earlier than just before expressing such thoughts in writing. They certainly advocate thinking while writing [Cowan, 2006; Brockbank & McGill, 1998; Moon, 1999]. In this way new trains of thought are opened up, even as words, phrases and sentences are being committed to paper or to a screen. Those who write with a pen or pencil (rather than a keyboard) further testify persuasively to the increased impact on reflective thinking when the writing operation progresses slowly in recording their current thoughts. They find that this slow pace keenly encourages further thinking to develop and emerge simultaneously.

In stream-of-consciousness writing, the words and phrases on paper or screen are but a means to an end. They are stepping-stones across which the reflective writer’s thinking progresses. So there is usually little for the writer to gain by editing, by correcting spelling or grammar, or even by restructuring sentences to make them a clearer record. In other writings, such refining activity is generally only undertaken for the benefit of third party readers. This is not necessary with reflective writing. For the reader who matters there is the writer. And the writer’s thinking will already and almost immediately have advanced beyond the now historical record of the route which took them onward. Occasionally a reflective writer may wish to re-read their reflective writings, with intent to deepen their understanding, or to mop up unfinished thinking. If they do so, then they will welcome the immediacy provided by what is in effect a recorded protocol. That is a benefit which they risk being denied if they have been concerned to tidy up the minutiae of their proper use of language, and so have confused the record. 

To summarise (and repeat for emphasis), the reflective writer should avoid having third parties in mind as the intended readership. Indeed, it is questionable if the writer should have any subsequent readership, even perhaps his or her own, in mind. Worse still, if the trail is polished and re-presented in a tidy and structured manner, the result may well obscure the evidence of the original thinking, although this was admittedly untidy and far from structured, yet would have accurately recorded how the writer was engaging with the issue in hand – at the time. In particular, editing can obscure the ways in which profitable options emerged from amongst unprofitable ones, and can give less than valid credit to the creative role which serendipity played in the process of eventually productive thinking. 

DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS STYLE
Morton’s paper [2009] brought Ghaye’s work to my attention. Ghaye [2006] suggested Da Vincian criteria for evaluating reflective writing, and so has clearly, helpfully and comprehensively set out the qualities which epitomise best practice in reflective writing. It should embody the writer’s desire to know, to learn more and to discover more about their chosen topic (curiosita). It should be a means for them to scrutinise their ideas, in particular questioning assumptions and beliefs held by themselves and others (dimostrazione). It should embrace ambiguity, identify and consider valid options, and the implications of uncertainty in their account (sfumato). Generally it should lead to a more balanced and considered view, through a holistic consideration of their chosen topic (arte/scienza). 

CONCLUSION
So what is the purpose and the value of such apparently disorganised writing?  In a phrase, it is to facilitate dynamic learning [Bolton, 1999] and personal development. Mason [2009] recently commented on his own experiment with the approach that “this style of writing was foreign to me and could not be further from the ‘scientific writing’ style....”  to which he is accustomed. Nevertheless, after an initial trial with the method, he concluded that “... the reflective processes undertaken at that time caused me to completely re-evaluate my previous teaching philosophy.”  That is a powerful, and clearly sincere, claim regarding perceived worth for himself.

Similarly, one mature colleague of the present writer, after involvement in a modest pilot centred on reflective writing, declared that ”In terms of my own CPD, the experience has changed the way I think about things, and my behaviour has changed as a result.” [Cowan & Westwood, 2006; p69]  Another wrote that “... of particular benefit is the freewheeling style of committing ideas to paper and then challenging them as they arise.” [Cowan & Westwood, 2006; p66]. These also, I suggest, are strong and sincere claims of perceived worth for the writers themselves.

A year prior to the date of writing, students in an undergraduate module devoted to developing skills from part-time employment [Graham et al, 2008] kept weekly reflective analyses of critical incidents, and what they learnt from them. The present writer facilitated these reflections. He was pleased when roughly a third of those students volunteered in their open-ended evaluations that they had enjoyed increases in remuneration during their period on this module. A lesser fraction reported having been promoted. It is ever difficult to distinguish correlation from causation (Morison, 2009; p56); but certainly the students concerned had no doubts about the origins of their success, in terms of added value to their employers, and to themselves as reflective practitioners. 

In the example already mentioned, seven experienced university teachers opted to explore then potential of facilitated reflective writing. They kept six or fewer journals. In these, they dealt with questions which they chose as significant for their continuing personal development [Cowan & Westwood, 2006]. In their concluding journals, they evidenced such consequent changes in their practice as that:
	Two had decided on major changes in one of their modules;
	Three had introduced a new type of learning activity;
	Two had radically changed the way they managed their time;
	One had (amicably) terminated an important and effective working relationship.
One reported that:
“I find myself questioning my actions a lot more and thinking about what I am doing before I do it, and asking if there is another way I could do/approach something/someone. I feel quite comfortable with this, and don’t think I did enough of it before.”
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